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Gary Patterson, FiscalDoctor CEO,
Selected As Ignite Venture Partners Advisor

Boston, MA—Gary Patterson, CEO of FiscalDoctor (www.FiscalDoctor.com) has been selected as an

Ignite Venture Partners Advisor. Patterson is one of 40 advisors nationwide who provide hands-on

expertise to help emerging companies grow and expand, particularly within the health care arena.

Ignite (www.ignite-vp.com) harnesses the collective wisdom and experience of its advisors to help

turn innovative ideas in growth markets into sustainable, profitable businesses. Ignite has developed

an effective process for choosing and launching ventures that maximize the potential for success.

Once an idea has been vetted against Ignite’s venture criteria, a process is initiated for business

planning, funding and commercialization.

Patterson was selected as an advisor due to his extensive business knowledge and financial acumen.

He has brought about significant outcomes for his clients, helping them to successfully navigate that

often murky pathway to growth and profitability. Patterson has worked with over 100 companies —

from start-ups to Inc 500 to Fortune 500 — providing high level strategic guidance and expertise.

Gary’s extraordinary track record includes building two start-ups (each achieving $10 million in

revenue within their first year), diagnosing company oversights to save $150K to $3 million annually;

guiding a young company through a liquidity search resulting in $25 million in financing, and; helping a

company broaden its client base 525%, increasing revenue from $16 million to $100 million.

He has also negotiated more than 25 M&A transactions with a market value exceeding $390 million

and helped several companies reach tenfold compounded annual growth in revenue. His international

experience includes serving as the European coordinator for the global enterprise-wide application of

an innovative software pilot program for a Fortune 500 company.

Gary Patterson helps companies who can not complete their Board of Directors package at least

three days prior to the meeting. He has 30 years senior management experience with high growth

technology, wireless, manufacturing and service companies, and holds a Stanford MBA/ CPA. For

more information, please visit www.FiscalDoctor.com or call (781) 237-3637.
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